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Abstract: Surface geometry at the atomic level is an important factor related to the activity of a
catalytic site. It is important to identify sites with high activity to comprehend the performance
of a given catalyst. In this work, it is proposed that the optimal surface for a given reaction step
should satisfy the condition ∂E

∂xi
|TS = 0, where E is the transition state energy and xi is any variable

characterizing the surface. Taking three elementary steps as examples, it is shown that the optimal
site found by this method has significantly reduced TS (transition state) energy compared with facets
commonly applied in previous studies, and, thus, it can be several orders more active. The method
provides an insight into the geometric impact of catalysis, gives a blueprint for an ideal catalyst
surface structure, and, thus, provides guidance for catalyst development.
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1. Introduction

A catalyst refers to a substance that accelerates a desired chemical reaction without
being affected itself. They can be further classified into homogeneous and heterogeneous
catalysts, depending on whether they are in the same phase as the reactants. Heterogeneous
catalysts are widely applied in a number of economical chemical reactions due to their easy
separation from the reactants and products, and, thus, they play an important role in the
modern world [1–3].

The fundamental principles of catalytic reactions are relatively simple and clear. In
brief, most chemical reactions of interest are made up of multiple elementary steps, and
each step can be characterized by its own energetic parameters. In order for the reaction to
proceed, an energetic span (or a barrier), usually defined as the energy difference between
a specific transition state (TS) and an intermediate [4,5], must be overcome. The magnitude
of the energetic span generally determines how fast the reaction can take place. The catalyst
interacts with the intermediates and, thus, tunes the energetic parameters of the complete
reaction. If the energetic span is reduced, the overall reaction rate is increased. Here, the
key transition states or intermediates can be identified by approaches such as DRC [6,7].
With the development of density functional theory (DFT), the above energetic span can be
evaluated by setting up simulation models on the atomic level [8,9].

On the other hand, heterogeneous catalysts applied in practice are very complex. From
a functional point of view, catalysts have two major components: an active component
and a support. The active component, referring to the substance that provides adsorption
points directly interacting with the intermediates, generally determines the outcome and
selectivity of the reaction product [10,11]. Intermediates are stabilized at these adsorption
points as adsorbates. An active site can be formed by two adjacent adsorption points,
enabling neighboring intermediates to interact with each other. The support refers to the
substance in a catalyst that does not directly participate in the chemical reaction but can still
play a vital role in multiple ways, such as dispersing the active component, increasing the
surface area, etc. Various adjustments to either the active component or support have been
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suggested to improve the performance of catalysts. For example, the active component
can adopt the form of nanoparticles [12–15] or isolated single atoms (single-atom catalyst,
SAC) [16–19]; some catalysts use metal oxides, graphene, or biomolecules as a support to
achieve good dispersion of the active component or bring together and orient the reactants
so that the reaction can proceed with a minimum energy barrier [20–22].

The spatial configuration between adsorption points in an active site is referred to as its
geometric features. As early as the 1960s, studies reported that catalysts of different particle
sizes exhibit different catalytic activity due to the statistical distribution of surface atoms
with different coordination numbers and neighboring atom arrangements [23,24]. With the
advent of DFT as a staple tool in catalyst research, it is possible to estimate the active site
performance if its geometry is well defined [25–27]. However, the geometric features tend to
be subject to significant uncertainty and variance due to the inherent complexity and defects
of realistic catalyst surfaces. It is extremely costly to iterate over all these geometries, which
necessitates compromises to simplify the catalyst surface’s geometric model, thus ensuring
manageable computational power expenditure. For a simpler catalyst with a crystalline
structure, typical facets are usually chosen for simulation models [25–28]. The approach
is simplistic, but these geometric features may not be favored by the reaction or suitable
for nanoparticles, and it has difficulties while addressing the interfaces of two catalyst
components. For catalysts in the form of molecules or nanoparticles, sampling algorithms
are proposed to search for conformations with good catalytic performances [29–32]. These
methodologies are either semi-empirical, using a large database where either a catalyst
or transition state is required, or they require substantial computational power while
searching for the optimal geometric features. With the ongoing advancements in catalyst
development, how to identify optimized geometric features among the diverse possibilities
and, thus, break the scaling relation for reaction rates with reasonable computational power
becomes an urgent theoretical problem [33].

In this work, we discuss the transition state’s energy dependence on geometric features
based on the first-principles theory. A method is proposed to find the optimal geometry
such that the transition state of the designated reaction is strictly minimized. This method
can be expanded to model a range of catalysts with significant complexity. To test the
method, we take three elementary reactions to a simple substance as examples. The
proposed method is applied, and the results show a significant improvement compared
with those obtained on traditional sites. The physical chemistry insights within the results
are also discussed to validate the result as an optimal solution.

2. Theory

Let us first briefly review the definition of a transition state: Any surface reaction step
can be generally written as IS ↔ FS. Here, IS and FS refer to the initial and final states of
the step, where reactants/products are stabilized at adsorption points. The reaction step
has to find a route where all the atoms move from their initial positions in IS to their final
positions in FS. Let α ∈ (0,1) be the variable to describe the state gradually transitioning
from IS to FS (0 for IS and 1 for FS), and let βi (i = 1, 2, 3.....) be a set of continuous functions
of α to define such a route. For example, βi(α) gives the coordination of the i-th atoms in
the reaction as it proceeds from IS to FS.

With the above definition, we are now able to identipfy any state on any existing
route with the variables α and β (bold indicates that the function/variable has multiple
components, here and in the rest of the paper). Let the energy of such a state be written
as E(α, β). In the DFT calculations, the energy has to be calculated with the catalyst base
included, but it can be estimated by removing the base contribution as follows:

E(α, β) = EAdsorbate+Base − EBase (1)

In Equation (1), EAdsorbate+Base refers to the DFT result obtained with the adsorbates on
the catalyst site, and EBase refers to the DFT result with only the catalyst base.
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The transition state of the reaction step is defined on the saddle point of the energy
landscape, which encompasses all states between IS and FS. This is the point with the
highest energy on a specified route but the lowest among all the routes. Therefore, on this
saddle point corresponding to TS, the following expression must be satisfied:

∂E
∂α

|TS = 0 (2)

∂E
∂βi

|TS = 0 (3)

Note that, while Equations (2) and (3) look similar, the second partial derivative with
respect to α should be non-positive, while that with respect to βi should be non-negative,
to further substantiate the above statement. The above is the definition for the transition
state in an elementary step, and it is widely applied in most relating studies.

Now let us go one step further and take the geometric features of the reaction area
into consideration. Let S(x) be the site function characterizing the geometric features of
the active site. It has a number of variables xi. Based on the way they are defined, these
variables can either be discrete (for example, the variables indicating the atomic number
of a catalyst atom), or continuous (for example, the variables indicating the coordinates
of an atom). One example expression of S(x) has its form written as S(a,b,c), where a, b,
and c are three integers that define a facet, such as a 100 facet or a 111 facet. With the site
function, now we may use E(α,β,S(x)) to represent the energy of a state for a given reaction
step, on a route specified by the function β, at a point on the route specified by α, and on a
site specified by S(x).

In case a transition state is rate-determining, we are willing to find the geometric
features that minimize the energy for the transition state, reduce the energetic span, and im-
prove the catalytic performance. Mathematically speaking, the goal is to find an optimized
site function S(x) in the complete catalyst space covering all possible geometric features.
Similar to in Equations (2) and (3), suppose we are able to adjust some continuous variables
xi in the site function to reduce the energy of the corresponding transition state. Because
the energy should also be a continuous function of xi, at the minimum point, we shall have:

∂E
∂xi

|TS = 0 (4)

For discrete variables, Equation (4) should still hold if we connect these discrete points
with a fitted trend line. In the following, we will show that Equation (4) serves as the key
to find the optimal site geometry for the target reaction.

3. Model

In order to apply Equation (4), an immediate question that arises is: what is the detailed
expression for S(x) with a number of continuous variables? This is a challenging task; as
mentioned previously, there are an overwhelming number of possible site geometries,
which cannot all be encapsulated in a single expression. The traditional expression for
S(x) used in many simulation studies, where a facet is characterized by 3–4 integers, is not
helpful. This is because the variables are discrete, and this expression can only describe
perfect facets, which represent only a small portion of all site geometries. To partially
address the issue, we need to introduce a different expression for S(x). To do this, we have
to make a number of assumptions, as discussed below.

First, for now it is assumed that the active component under study is a simple sub-
stance, which is copper in the following examples. This assumption is for simplification,
because in this work we focus on the geometry rather than the properties of the active
component. In reality, the active component can be a complicated compound; so is the
catalyst support, which can be different from the active component.
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Second, most surface reactions have the form A* + B* ↔ C* + D*, where * indicates
an adsorption point. It is assumed that an active site can be presented by a “reaction over
two motifs” model. Here, a “motif” refers to a catalyst structure with an adsorption point.
In accordance with the simplification that the catalyst is a simple substance, in this work
a motif is represented as a multi-layer cluster, with the adsorption point on top and the
structure determined by the nature of the substance. Similar to the slab model widely
applied in the DFT simulations, the structure should have enough layers to model the
catalyst surface properly. Such a motif is characterized by the CN (coordination number)
of its top-layer atoms, because its affinity to the intermediates is strongly correlated with
CN [31]. A motif example is given in Figure 1a; it adopts the FCC structure and forms
a pyramid-like shape. When two motifs are put together, they form an active site. As
the position and the orientation of each motif can be characterized by six variables (three
translational and three rotational), the geometry of the active site described in this model
can be expressed by a site function S(x) with 12 continuous variables. It is notable that
some variables can be degenerated, but we will retain the expression with 12 variables for
practical purposes, as will be discussed later.
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support area refers to all the area excluding the reaction area. Atoms other than those that 
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portant as it has little effect on the reaction. However, it is expected that the catalyst atoms 
in the support area will contribute to the stabilization of the geometric features specified 
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support in this area: for any geometry specified by S(x), there are likely always some con-
figurations in the support area that can stabilize the configuration of the active site.  

Figure 1. (a) The configuration of a five-layer motif. Each layer has a structure similar to a FCC
111 facet. The blue atoms make up the catalyst support. The silver atoms make up the adsorption
point. When finding TS with the CI-NEB method, the blue atoms are fixed while the silver atoms are
allowed to relax. The top-layer atoms are marked with the red circles; they can directly interact with
the reactants and are characterized by their CN, which is 5 in this figure. (b) Sketch of a reaction site
composed of two motifs. Each motif can translate or rotate and can be characterized by six variables.
During the reaction step, the reactants are in the reaction area marked in red. The support area is
outside the reaction area, and the catalyst atoms in the support area have little effect on the reaction.
Note that there can be other catalyst atoms in the support area to stabilize the atom configuration in
the reaction area.

This model essentially divides the whole space into two areas, as shown in Figure 1b.
The reaction area refers to the region close to the top layer of both motifs. This is the area
where the reactant molecules may be present. The geometry in this area, which is explicitly
defined by S(x), can significantly affect the energetic parameters of the reaction. The support
area refers to all the area excluding the reaction area. Atoms other than those that make
up the two motifs can exist in this area, but their detailed configuration is not important
as it has little effect on the reaction. However, it is expected that the catalyst atoms in the
support area will contribute to the stabilization of the geometric features specified by S(x)
in the reaction area. Consider the numerous possibilities for defects, impurities, or support
in this area: for any geometry specified by S(x), there are likely always some configurations
in the support area that can stabilize the configuration of the active site.

There are a few issues that must be clarified regarding this “reaction over two motifs”
model. First, although the geometry is yet to be determined, the energy of IS/FS is known,
because the binding energy can be characterized by CN [34]. For this reason, in this
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work we focus on only TS and do not show IS/FS. The configuration of IS/FS can be
easily found by adsorbing the intermediates on the corresponding motifs then fine-tuning
their configuration with the DFT method. Second, this “reaction over two motifs” model
primarily aims to find the optimal site geometry and may end up with a seemingly unstable
structure. This is due to the missing details of the atoms in the support area. We will
discuss this issue in a later section. Lastly, by replacing the motif with more complicated
compounds or structures, this simplified model can be extended to describe more realistic
active sites. For instance, when modeling the interface between two catalysts, distinct
motifs can be assigned with differentiated components correlating to the diverse catalyst
combinations. In order to model the active sites with doping/impurities, specific atoms
from one or both motifs can be substituted. Furthermore, when modeling a site with
adsorbed ligands, these ligands could merely be affixed to the motif.

It should be noted that, even with the possible extensions mentioned above, the set of
sites described by this model is still just a subset of all the possible sites. But compared with
the traditional definition where 3–4 integers are applied to characterize a facet (a 111 facet,
for example), this 12-continuous-variable expression covers many more site geometries.
Therefore, searching for the optimal site for a desired reaction in this model gives some
useful results.

4. Algorithm

With an understanding of the transition state satisfying Equation (4) and a clear
definition of the site function S(x), the optimal site for a given elementary reaction can be
determined using the following algorithm:

Begin with an initial guess of the site function S(x), as shown in Step 1 in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The four steps to optimize site geometry composed of two motifs. Blue indicates the catalyst
atoms; brown (C), red (O), and white (H) indicate the reactant atoms. In the figure, the atoms and the
variables marked as red are fixed in that step.

Find IS and FS on the site by using the DFT method to relax the adsorbates and the
top-layer catalyst atoms, then find the reaction route and the transition state (referred to as
Step 2 in Figure 2). In practice, the reaction route is represented by a few frames, which
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describe the configuration transitioning from IS to FS, and the frame with highest energy
refers to the TS. In this step, S(x) is fixed, so the catalyst atoms are fixed in their positions,
except for those in the top layers, which are allowed to relax.

Then, fix all the reactant atoms in all the frames describing the route, and adjust the
variables in S(x) to minimize the transition state energy of the route. In practice, this is
done by tuning one of the twelve variables at a time with Newton’s method to find the
minimum TS energy of this specified route with respect to this one variable. Repeat for all
the variables until the TS energy of this route can no longer be reduced by a threshold for
any of the 12 variables (10−3 eV). The step is referred to as Step 3 in Figure 2. In this step,
since all reactant atoms in all the frames are fixed, both α and β are fixed while S(x) is free
to be adjusted. Note that, once S(x) is modified, the energy of all frames must be estimated
over a different base line as indicated by Equation (1).

If any adjustment is made in Step 3, the route has reduced transition state energy on
the modified site. However, due to the modifications, other routes with lower transition
state energies may appear. Therefore, the modified site should be re-substituted to Step 2
and start another round of iteration.

Otherwise, if no adjustment is made in Step 3, this indicates that the state found is the
transition state on the site. Its energy can no longer be reduced by changing the geometric
features. This is exactly the case indicated by Equation (4). The optimization is finished,
and the site and the transition state can be finalized, as referred to as Step 4 in Figure 2.

For the time complexity of this algorithm, we see that it contains an extra iteration
over the traditional CI-NEB method. Considering that the outcome of this algorithm is the
optimal geometry as well as the transition state, this time complexity is reasonable.

5. Result and Discussion
5.1. Theoretical Transition State Energy Limit on Separated Motifs

The above algorithm is applied to three elementary reactions over a copper base as exam-
ples, which are CH3O* + H*↔CH3OH*, HCO2* + H*↔H2CO2*, and CO* + OH* ↔ COOH*.
The optimized site geometries and the transition state energies are obtained, and the results
are compared with those obtained for the Cu211 facet, which is considered a facet with high
activity. Note that these optimal sites are only effective for specified reaction steps and may
be inefficient for other steps. Despite this, they still play a significant role by enhancing
a single reaction step. As demonstrated in a previous study, under certain conditions,
the elementary steps of a complete reaction can be allocated across different sites. This
distribution seeks to maximize overall reaction efficiency and is referred to as “the assembly
line reaction mode” [35].

The results are shown in Figure 3. The energy levels are obtained according to Equa-
tion (1) and corrected with zero-point energy (ZPE). The results obtained on Cu211 facets
are similar to other reports [26,36].

In Figure 3, we see that the energy levels of the transition states on optimized sites are
around 1.0~1.5 eV lower than those obtained on the Cu211 facet. There are two reasons for
this difference. The first reason is the low CN (~5, for Cu211 edge atoms CN = 7) for the
top-layer atoms at the optimized site; the other reason is the geometry optimization. To
estimate the contributions of these two reasons, in Figure 3g the motifs are replaced in order
to match the CN of the Cu211 facet (7 and 9), and the optimization is done for the reaction
CH3O* + H* ↔ CH3OH*. The energy difference in TS between (a) and (g) is mostly due to
the CN difference, while that between (b) and (g) is mostly due to the geometric features.
For this reaction step, the contributions from the two factors are comparable (0.56 eV and
0.43 eV).
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Figure 3. The transition states of CH3O* + H* ↔ CH3OH* (a,b,g); HCO2* + H* ↔ H2CO2* (c,d); and
CO* + OH* ↔ COOH* (e,f) on the optimized sites (a,c,e), Cu211 facet (b,d,f), and site with a similar
CN as Cu211 (g). The energy levels of the TS estimated with Equation (1) are marked as well. Note
that for the reaction HCO2* + H* ↔ H2CO2*, a different motif, with CN = 6 for the top-layer atoms,
is applied for HCO2* adsorption. In the figure, blue, brown, red, and white indicate Cu, C, O, and H
atoms. Only three top layers of Cu atoms are shown.

According to the degree of rate control (DRC) or the energetic span model (ESM), in
a multi-step reaction, there are usually one or a few transition states and intermediates
that determine the overall rate. At a moderate temperature (~500 K), a 0.5 eV difference
in the rate-determining transition state energy can result in a 4–5 order of magnitude
difference in the reaction rate. Therefore, the energy differences shown in Figure 3 are
significant, indicating the importance of the geometric features. Similar results indicating
the significance of site geometry have been also reported in a number of other studies [37,38].
It should be noted that a detailed micro-kinetic analysis is necessary to further estimate the
significance of the energy variance for the reaction rate.

5.2. Insights into Geometric Optimization

The method and the results so far are solely a numerical approach. A discussion on
the chemical physics will be helpful to better interpret the results. In this section, we will
attempt to understand the method and results qualitatively from a few perspectives.
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One question that arises from the results in Figure 3 is: are these results obtained with
given motifs unique, or are there multiple optimal sites? The concern is reasonable, as
Equation (4) only indicates a local minimum, while there can be multiple local minimums
in the complete catalyst space even with all the assumptions made. To address the issue,
we repeated the iteration for the reaction CH3O* + H* ↔ CH3OH* with a number of
different initial guesses to check if they eventually converged to the same result. The results
indicated that there are multiple local minimums; one of the results is shown in Figure 4,
together with the previous result shown for comparison.
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By comparing the two optimized site geometries in Figure 4, an obvious geometric
difference can be attributed to the adsorption mode. Similar to the case for IS/FS, the
reactants can interact with the motifs through a number of modes (top, bridge, hollow, etc.)
in TS as well. In Figure 4a, the reactant molecule CH3O interacts with the motif through
the top mode, while in Figure 4b it interacts through the bridge mode. The difference in TS
energy level (~0.12 eV) is due to the different interaction modes. Therefore, we see that the
site geometry found through the approach is a local optimal solution, associated with a
combination of the interaction modes between the motifs and the reactant molecules.

Besides the adsorption mode, the two TS shown in Figure 4 are close. To describe the
detailed geometric parameters, the angles and the lengths of bonds broken/formed during
the reaction CH3O* + H* ↔ CH3OH* on different sites were measured and are listed in
Table 1. Here, the bond length between the reactant and the motif is measured from the
center of the nearest catalyst atom to the center of the reactant atom. For example, in the
bridge mode the bond length is measured from the center of the two catalyst atoms that
form the bridge. From Table 1, we see the bond angles are very close in the three cases
on the optimized sites, while the difference in the bond lengths is slightly larger, partially
due to the different adsorption modes. The configuration difference between those on
the optimized sites and on the Cu211 facet is more significant. Based on this result, the
transition state has a preferred configuration, and the energy variance due to the different
adsorption modes only slightly changes this configuration. However, on an active site with
a fixed geometry such as the Cu211 facet, the TS cannot adopt the optimized configuration
due to the restraint of the site geometry, which leads to a higher TS energy. To summarize,
the TS energy is dependent on the compatibility between the optimal TS configuration and
the active site geometry.
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Table 1. The geometric features of the TS shown in Figures 3 and 4. Here, M1 is the center of the
catalyst atoms nearest to the oxygen atom, while M2 is the center of the catalyst atoms nearest to the
hydrogen atom (referred to as H*). Note that the different adsorption modes for O-M and H-M bonds
can significantly affect the bond length.

Bond Length (Å) Figure 4a Figure 4b Figure 3g Figure 3b

O-C 1.44 1.45 1.43 1.42
O-M1 1.90 1.71 1.94 1.93
O-H 1.51 1.37 1.60 1.61

H-M2 1.44 1.60 1.27 1.30

Bond Angle (degree) Figure 4a Figure 4b Figure 3g Figure 3b

∠M1OC 123.8 124.3 121.0 133.9
∠COH 105.5 104.9 106.9 120.3
∠HOM1 130.7 130.8 131.9 103.4
∠OHM2 0.5 5.3 14.0 33.5

When introducing the model, we mentioned that six variables were applied to char-
acterize the spatial features for each motif. Because the results are associated with the
chemical bonds, it is clearer to express the six variables in a way that describes the bond
between the reactant molecule and the catalyst motif, as shown in Figure 5. In the figure,
there are still six variables: R is the only translational variable, which indicates the bond
length; θ and ϕ are two rotational variables that determine the bond orientation relative
to the reactant; α and β are two rotational variables that determine the bond orientation
relative to the motif; and, finally, ω is the rotational variable that determines the relative
angle between reactant and motif around the bond. Therefore, one translational and five
rotational variables are applied to characterize the bond between the reactant and the motif,
and a similar definition can be applied for the other motif, thus the geometric features of
the site can be well defined.
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Figure 5. The six variables regarding the Cu-O bond for the corresponding motif: R indicates the
length of the bond; θ and ϕ indicate the bond orientation relative to the reactant molecule; α and β

indicate the bond orientation relative to the motif; and ω indicates the angle between the reactant
and the motif around the bond. In this specific case, θ is defined in the plane defined by the C-O bond
and the O-H bond and α refers to the rotation around an axis perpendicular to that plane. Another
similar set of six variables can be found for the H-Cu bond for the other motif.

For the TS shown in both Figures 4a and 5, its energy variations on the 12 variables are
plotted in Figure 6. From the figure, we see that, in the TS, the bonds between the reactant
molecules and the motifs are optimized. The different sensitivity of the TS energy to the
angles/bond length is due to the electric density distribution in this state. This also reveals
the chemical physics shown in Equation (4). The bond configuration between the catalyst
and the reactant in TS is optimized by the optimal site geometry.
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To summarize, given two specified motifs, the bonds to be formed/broken among the
catalyst and the reactants are all determined. The proposed algorithm minimizes TS energy
by finding the optimal configuration of these bonds. The geometry that is compatible with
this optimal bond configuration is considered ideal for the active site.

5.3. Active Sites in Realistic Catalytic Reactions

The surface of a realistic catalyst is usually irregular, resulting in a vast diversity
in site geometry. Some geometries are more stable due to their compatibility with the
properties of the catalyst; the sites with such geometries are usually large in number. Some
geometries are more active due to their compatibility with the key intermediates; the sites
with such geometries may be fewer but can make a significant contribution to the reaction.
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In principle, the statistics of different sites, as well as their activities, should both be taken
into consideration when evaluating the overall performance.

If the catalyst is relatively simple, the site geometries tend to be uniformly distributed
with only a few defects or impurities. In these cases, one or a few typical geometries can
represent the majority of all sites, making this a sensible choice for simulation applications.
This has been a widely adopted simulation strategy, used in most studies.

However, contemporary catalyst performance enhancement often involves incorporat-
ing a co-catalyst to amplify multiplicities in the active components or the support. This
strategy results in more frequent occurrence of interfaces, impurities, and defects, diminish-
ing the constraints imposed by the catalyst properties, and consequently boosting overall
catalytic efficiency [27,28,39,40]. Moreover, some catalysts have the intrinsic mechanism
of adjusting their geometric features to favor certain reactions. For example, a protein’s
structure is strongly correlated with its amino acid sequence; altering this sequence can
lead to its structural change, and, in case the protein functions as a catalyst, its catalytic
behavior may vary as well [41]. In these cases, the choice of a typical geometry becomes
doubtful, as such geometry ceases to represent the majority of active sites, and it may not
be favored by the reaction.

Ideally, such catalyst surfaces should be analyzed with many models representing
the diversity in geometries at the atomic level. However, such a task is almost impractical.
Researchers have to find one or a few site models to estimate the performance of such
catalysts. A more plausible approach is to find the sites with ideal geometry. While these
sites do not represent the majority either, due to their high activity, they potentially make
the greatest contribution to the reaction. The method proposed in this work is proven to be
capable of finding such sites.

Recently, some reports have suggested that designing 3D active sites is a potential
approach to break the scaling relations [33]. This requires the catalyst to have enough sites
with a designated site geometry favored by a specified reaction path. If such scenarios can
be achieved on a realistic catalyst surface, some theoretical tools to identify 3D active site
geometry are certainly necessary.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we briefly go through the theoretical fundamentals of TS and give a
mathematical definition of the ideal site geometry which can minimize TS energy. A model
is then proposed with two motifs to represent the adsorption point and 12 variables to
describe the active site geometry. Based on this model, an algorithm is introduced to find
the ideal site geometry. The algorithm can be implemented using the DFT tools and requires
an iteration of the CI-NEB algorithm to find the optimal site geometry as well as the TS.

By analyzing the results obtained by applying the method to example reaction steps,
the chemical physics insight achieved with the method is that the bonds to be broken/formed
during the step have favored lengths/orientations in the TS, and that how compatible these
are with the site geometry has a significant effect on TS energy.

The method proposed in this work can be utilized to theoretically estimate catalyst
performance, especially when the catalyst surface is highly irregular. In the future, the
design of 3D active sites is a potential approach to break the catalytic scaling relation,
and the ideal geometry found by this method can provide guidance for the development
of catalysts.

7. Method

The DFT calculations are carried out using the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP) [42–44] with projector-augmented wave density functional theory (PAW-DFT) [45–47].
For each simulation, the size of the unit cell is chosen, such that the two motifs can fit
into a unit cell, with the reactants in the adjacent cells far enough (>10 Å) from each other.
A typical unit cell size is around 15 Å × 30 Å × 25 Å. The K-points grid used for the
integration of the Brillouin zone is specified to match the size of the unit cell (322 for the
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typical unit cell size). The kinetic energy cut-off is 400 eV for plane-wave expansion. It is
considered converged when the energy change after the geometric optimization is less than
10−7 eV.

The motif is modeled using five layers of Cu atoms; each layer has a structure the
same as the FCC 111 facet. Only the top two layers are allowed to relax to make sure the
site geometry is generally stable within the reaction. The motif structure is characterized
by the CN of the top-layer atoms. For example, a motif with CN = 5 is shown in Figure 1a;
it has a pyramid-like structure, with only three atoms in the top layer, six atoms in the
second layer, ten atoms in the third layer, etc. For the top-layer atoms, the CN is 5–7 as a
moderate choice. Although a low CN for the top-layer atoms (4 or lower) leads to strong
affinity between the motif and the reactants, it also causes a weaker affinity between the
top-layer atoms and the lower-layer atoms. As a result, it is found that the structure of such
a motif is severely deformed during reaction and thus is considered unstable. IS and FS are
determined by optimizing the configurations of the reactants/products that bind to the site
specified by S(x) using the DFT method. The transition states and the activation energies
are calculated based on IS/FS values found using the climbing image nudged elastic band
method (CI-NEB) [48,49]. The minimum energy path is discretized by at least 10 frames,
including the two depicting IS and FS.
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